
New “PAGEs” in the Genome Editing Industrial Revolution

for all industries anywhere in the world.

Setsuro Tech Inc. provides innovative genome editing technology
and contributes to the further development of industry, 
people’s health, and wellbeing.
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Solving the big challenges we face in the near future Vision of PAGEs

Population growth and
Increased food demand

Genome editing, the basic technology
of Setsuro Tech, is expected as a new technology
for solving the challenges.

"PAGEs” is an abbreviation for Platform App (lication) using Genome Editing by Setsuro Tech.
PAGEs reflects our idea that "genome editing will add new pages in all industries anywhere in the world and 
bring about a revolution in the genome editing industry“.

Regardless of the company size from small-middle to large and the scope of business and industry, we Setsuro 
Tech provide genome editing technology through contract R&D activities of PAGEs. With PAGEs, Setsuro Tech 
generates breakthrough to the current production systems and provide solutions to social and environmental 
problems beyond business issues. Changing what is impossible so far to possible is the most attractive point of 
genome editing.

Enriching people's lives and well-being
with the Genome Editing Industrial Revolution

Providing solutions to environmental and social issues
 (high value-added products, increase in food production, 

tackling climate change, etc.)
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What is genome editing? Image of using PAGEs

Genome editing technology is a technology that can change the original properties of living organisms specifically 
and precisely. It is far more accurate than conventional breeding methods and can “bring out the diverse abilities 
of living organisms” without introducing genes of other organisms. It is also possible to add new functions and 
abilities by inserting the desired sequence in a specific location.

Characteristics and 
Advantage of Genome Editing

Genome editing enables to change of the traits of 
animals, plants, and other organisms only within one to 
a few generations. By altering the genes of organisms, 
genome editing realizes the shortened period of breeding 
in animals and plants, improvement of productivity, and 
establishment of high value-added products.
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With PAGEs, you can use genome editing technology of Setsuro Tech in the development of new traits in a wide range of species and the production
of useful and valuable substances. Also, for business development, you can expect to create synergistic effects on various business domains,
regardless of whether it is a new or current business, with PAGEs and Setsuro Tech’s genome editing technology.
We aims to provide the best choice for your business development in combination with your current technology, resource, and ideas and Setsuro Tech’s technologies.

What is the difference 
between “genome editing” 
and “gene recombination”?

The point is how to cause the desired 
mutation! Genome editing can change 

the gene sequence without introducing 
any gene from other organisms.

Got it! This is identical
to the traditional breeding.

Genome editing and its application Difference in Regulatory

Cut a target gene

Change or loss of functions A new function

Cut a target gene and 
insert another gene

Major
applications!

Mild or none Strict

Genome editing Gene Recombinant
 (GMO)

Protein Production and Cell Processing

Microorganisms and AlgaePlant

Animal / Insect

New business
development

Providing
“Missing Pieces”

 of Business

All-in-one Support
Expansion of

Current Business

Genome Editing Technology Platform of Setsuro Tech
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PAGEs project progress flow Development and Commercialization of Developed Products

Out-licensing

You can outsource the R&D of new products to Setsuro Tech.
PAGEs provides not only the R&D service but also commercial production and sales of developed products.

Setsuro Tech provides the out-licensing service of our genome editing technology and products that it developed.
You can use our assets for your business.

Planning Phase 

Consultation
1-6 months

R&D Phase

Prototyping (PoC) 
1 to several years

Evaluation Phase 

Evaluation of Traits
1-3 years

Business Development Phase

Mass production
 Commercialization

Issue setting Individual creation / 
evaluation

R&D Framework Building

R&D Planning

Examining experimental conditions 
of genome editing and production 
technologies according to the R&D 
items.

Accumulating data and optimizing 
the conditions in collaboration 
with research institutes such as 
universities, if necessary.

Creating genome-edited organisms.
Evaluating the trait (phenotype) of the 
created individuals and confirming 
that only the target gene has been 
edited.

Acquiring the necessary certificate 
and permissions for authorization of 
the products if needed.

Setting up the purpose of business 
development through consultations 
and evaluating the feasibility.

Determine the target gene based 
on the preliminary survey, set the 
development items and schedule, 
and calculate the cost required for 
development.

We are waiting for 
someone like this

We are waiting for 
someone like this

You in charge of new 
business development!
Product development with 
high advantage.
Creating new value for 
existing industries!

You want to use genome 
editing in your R&D work!
Would you like to try 
genome editing?

If you have struggling with 
high license fee of Cas9, 
here is your chance! 
Our nuclease ST8 is 
available for your research.

Product

PATENTPATENTPATENTPATENTPATENT

Setsuro Tech

Setsuro Tech

Partner company

Contract R&D

Technology

New product

Technology
License

Business 
development

Commercial 
production

JV

PATENT

Genome-edited 
animals and plants

Genome Editing Technology
Nuclease for genome editing 

PATENTPATENT

In PAGEs, we provide all-in-one support of business development from R&D planning to commercialization. You can effortlessly carry out business development by 
genome editing with PAGEs.
We make the best R&D plan through consultations, which start from deep interviews on your interest in organisms, characteristics, and traits and set up goals. 
After initiating R&D activities, we proceed with R&D in line with the established plan with regular progress reports and then produce genome-edited animals and
plants and evaluate them. We can support the business development and commercialization according to the request of clients.

Partner company
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Assets and Competitiveness of Setsuro Tech Setsuro Tech can provide the services such as

01
High-efficiency

genome editing method 
●   Original genome editing 

method (GEEP method, 
VIKING method) 

●   Highly efficient genome 
editing

01 Contract Genome Editing 

●   Produce genome edited fertilized eggs and cells 
●   Recommended for those who want to try 

genome editing technology 
●   Cover fertilized eggs, cultured cells, 

microorganisms, etc.

02 Gene function analysis

●   Perform gene functional analysis using 
genome-edited mice and cultured cells. 

●  Not depend on the information public
●   Expect higher competitiveness and 

patentability of the R&D results and products

03 DNA analysis

Analyze the DNA samples of 
your animals and plants, and 
find out the difference in traits 
from the gene sequences. 

04 Bio-business consulting

Bio-consulting service with the 
expertise of Setsuro Tech. 

02
Original nuclease for 

genome editing
Cas9 license-free in-house 
developed genome editing 
factor ST8 is available.

03
Production technology × 

Genome editing
Experience of genome-
edited animal, plant, and 
microorganism production.

04
R&D Capability

A Competent R&D team 
including PhDs, Vets and 
professionals in various fields

Gene Editing by Electroporation

Genome-edited animals

Eggs of animals
 (such as pigs)

Process tens of
fertilized eggs
at the same time

ST8
guide RNA

Fertilized egg Embryo transferElectroporation

Only 15 minutes

Electroporation GEEP method

Handling time of
fertilized eggs (150 eggs)

>120min <15min 

Skilled Technician Necessary Unnecessary

Automation Difficult Possible

Technology
establishment

2014 2015

GEEP method is an innovative genome editing method that enables genome 
editing with higher efficiency and higher quality than conventional methods.

Recommended as a first validation experiment!
Why don’t you try genome editing with Setsuro Tech?

It would be a best choice for you if you want to do genome editing experiment on 
middle to large animals, but do not want to put lots of budget, time and resources.

Genome editing

Genome editing

Target: Gene A, B, 
and C

Successfully choose gene A, B ,
and C as target

Preliminary test on mice
Easy to handle and
shorter time

Research cost and period
would get smaller by
checking the changes out
there in mouse!

Gene A (Aʼ)
Gene B (Bʼ)
Gene C (Cʼ)

* This is available under the condition that mice and pigs have a same gene.

Genome editing of multiple genes and
evaluating its results in large animals
is laboring and costly

Confirm the desired
trait established by
genome editing
targeting gene B (Bʼ)
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Flow to the R&D initiation

Contact Multiple 
interviews

Consulting 
agreement and 

reporting

R&D
planning

R&D
Agreement Start!

Chairman and CTO

Tatsuya Takemoto

Setsuro Tech Inc. is founded with colleagues based on the genome editing technology developed at 
Tokushima University, Japan.
Since then, we have been doing research with many researchers every day, and our basic technology 
has been greatly improved. 
With PAGEs and its contract R&D service, we will provide you with the opportunity to join the genome 
editing industry and develop new products by bringing out potentials of organisms without any 
development and validation of genome editing technology negotiation of intellectual properties.

Company Profi le

Headquarters / 
Research Institute

Tokyo Sales Office,  

Fujii Memorial Institute of Medical Sciences
3-18-15, Kuramotocho, Tokushima City, Tokushima, 770-8503, Japan
TEL +81-88-633-0233 (Representative) 
E-Mail sales@setsurotech.com
twitter @setsurotech
Chuwa Akihabara Building
3-8-8, Iwamotocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 101-0032, Japan 

M e s s a g e

Pa r t n e r s h i p s S u p p o r t s

REPORT
RESEARCH CONTRACTREPORT

RESEARCH CONTRACT
REPORT

RESEARCH CONTRACTREPORT
RESEARCH CONTRACTREPORT

RESEARCH CONTRACT
REPORT

RESEARCH CONTRACT

C O L U M N Do “natural” cauliflowers exist in nature?

When you hear the word “genome”, you may think of a blueprint of 
organisms that have never changed since ancient times. 
However, you can find many examples of creatures considered 
“natural”, although their gene sequences have been “artificially” 
changed from the original wild species. 
For example, cauliflower originates from “Yaseikanran” (Wild 
cabbage), which is the same species as cabbage and kale. 
Natural mutations change the gene sequence of two genes 
associated with the flower bud development, creating cauliflower’s 

symbolic white appearance by the formulation of stem cell masses 
instead of flowers.
Although such mutants would not continue surviving in the wild, 
people deliberately had selected and cultivated delicious “mokomoko” 
ones and have handed them down to date.
As you know, people at that time did not directly see the “genes”, 
but as humans and other organisms lived together, as a rule of 
thumb, they harnessed and brought out the potential of living 
organisms.

REPORT
RESEARCH CONTRACT

REPORT
RESEARCH CONTRACT
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